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Basic Detail Report

Dress

Medium
textile

Description
Lavendar blouse that is part of a dress; the bodice is 
covered with lace and ruffles that start at some point on 
either side of the front opening and curve upward and 
over the shoulders; there is a bow on the left side of the 
front opening at roughly the center of the front; the 
bodice is fitted and slightly gathered at the bottom 
(around the waist) to create a tailored look; five lavendar 
buttons go down the right side of the front opening with 
corresponding button holes (there are eight button holes); 
there is lace around the collar, which is just a simple 
length of fabric that goes around the neck; long sleeves 
with lace at the cuffs and ruffles around at the elbow; 
there is also a bow with lace at the elbows; the sleeves 
get bigger around as they proceed down to the cuffs, 
making large diameter cuffs; the back is plain with only 
lace and ruffles around the neckline; the blouse is lined 
with white fabric and has eight bone stays evenly spaced 
throughout; a white strap is sewn into the blouse at the 
waist and is to be tied around while worn; a flap of fabric 
with bone along its end and five grommets is sewn into 
each side of the front opening; these are meant to be 
laced together while worn Lavender skirt that is part of a 
dress; gathered at the waist; a train in the back; plain 
fabric; white waistband; band of cording around the 

hemline; pocket on one side; lined with a white gossy fabric or kind of netting Lavender bow that goes with 
a dress; the base is two pieces of fabric that are teardrop-shaped and have been sewn together at the top; 
lace goes around all edges of these pieces; on top of this (at the top) has been sewn a horizontal oval that 
has a wide piece of pleated fabric sewn to its bottom; the oval is pleated as well; there is lace all around 
the edges of this section; a double bow has been sewn over the seam that connects the oval to its wide 
ruffle; a slender strap of fabric is sewn at this seam on either side; the left strap has two eye closures and 
the right strap has four hook closures; the right strap also comes to a point at the end; all of the fabric is 
lined with a white gossy fabric or kind of netting Lavender belt that goes with a dress; long and plain; two 
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hook closures on one end and two eye closures on the other end; lined with a white fabric Small lavendar 
bow with lace around its edges; lined with a white gossy fabric or kind of netting; goes with a dress

Dimensions
Overall: 18 in. (45.7 cm)


